for Engineering Tech H'a as set forth ±n fxhibit «B" of the
collective bargaining agreement. U/  Section 9 (b) (ij.
Casebolt, as noted, refused to take the written math
exam.  Despite this. Falcon afforded him the opportunity to
take the five-day field test.  This was done under the
supervision of Jay Watts, the Chief Engineer at the time.
The test was administered on July 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12, 1982.
Mr. Casebolt was asked to perform the same nine duties
usually required of all Tech II, surveyors.  These are run
level, set tripods, rod for cross sections, roll up tape,
use reducing arc, keep field notes, reduce field notes, plot
cross-section notes and plot pit surveys.  Watts's notes of
Casebolt's performance during the five-day period showed he
performed poorly on most of the subjects on which he was
tested.  Based on an evaluation of his performance by
Watts, Larry Allen and Mark Campbell on July 12, and on the
fact that Mike Sheffel had five years experience on the job
with adequate performance ratings, Falcon declared Ca.sebolt
unqualified to bump Sheffel.
Approximately a week later, Casebolt attempted to bump
into the Tech II drafting/mapping position held by Charles
Booth.  He was found disqualified for this position also but
has not alleged that this disqualification resulted from
any wrongful interference with his bumping rights.
While Casebolt was attempting to bump into the Tech II
surveyor job held by Sheffel, Sheffel was attempting to bump
into the drafting/mapping position held by Booth.  Sheffel
was also found disqualified for Booth's position.
11 / While Falcon admits that "Passing the written exam is
not required if the employee's performance during the
five-day qualification period or previous work experience
demonstrates that the employee has the requisite mathematical
proficiency," it claimed Casebolt's work experience and
previous demonstrated math deficiency did not justify
waiving the written math test in his case.  The arbitrator
agreed.
The job qualifications set forth in Exhibit "B" to the
collective barbaining agreement are as follows:
5.
 ENGINEERING-TECHNICIAN II—Knowledge of general
mathematics and fundamentals of Algebra and
Trigonometry for use in the solution of routine
engineering oriented technical problems.
Proficient in engineering, lettering and
drafting.  Knowledge of proper rod and chain
techniques.
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